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Certified compostable packaging –  
more sellable 
 
Tomato growing company Kapiris Bros nurtures its produce across its lifecycle, from planting through to customer 
purchase. Their tomatoes retail at Woolworths. Growing awareness of the environmental impact of plastics coupled 
with consumer and retailer demand to do better prompted a rethink of their plastic packaging. 

Working closely with BioPak they created a new tomato punnet design – a pulp tray made from bagasse (plant residue 
from sugar cane) and wheat straw. They are recyclable and home (AS5810) and industrially (AS4736) compostable to 
Australian Standards. Consumers can dispose of the packaging in either their paper recycling or home compost bin.

Switching from single-use plastic packaging derived from finite fossil resources to sugarcane packaging makes 
a big difference. For every 10 million tomato punnets made from sugarcane over conventional plastic packaging, 
280,000 kilograms of fossil-fuel plastics will be avoided, and 744,155 kilograms of carbon emissions offset. As the 
tray is a natural material, it will not persist in the environment. 

The packaging has been recognised with an Australasian Packaging Innovation & Design Award (PIDA) from the 
Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP).

The new tomato punnet design has boosted the sustainabllity credentials of Kapiris Bros and visually differentiated 
its brand from the competition. Its produce is a more attractive proposition for both the consumer and retailer – it 
helps Woolworths’ transition to recyclable, compostable, or reusable packaging by 2023. 

The project formed a valued cross-functional relationship between Kapiris Bros, BioPak, and Woolworths, driving 
shared values to work towards Woolworths’ 2025 Sustainability Plan.

The new design needed to have the equivalent functional performance of the plastic containers previously used, 
protect the product, withstand the rigours of the cold chain, be easily integrated into the existing packaging 
process, and visually differentiate it from the competition. Industrial and graphic designers worked on the technical 
and aesthetic aspects from start to finish. Several prototypes were created throughout the development process 
to ensure there were no adverse functional or operational performance impacts.

Switching from plastic to pulp trays has avoided the use of 31.5 tonnes of plastic every year. This relatively simple 
swap in material shows how businesses can easily reduce their impact on the environment.

Woolworths have now adopted this design and made it mandatory for all their stores nationwide.
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Smarter plastic packaging designed for  
a circular economy
 
Coffee is a massive global market and a big mixed-laminate plastic packaging user. Until a viable solution is created 
that can be effectively scaled to replace plastics entirely Cyclpac has chosen to reinvent what we have today and 
make it better, quickly. 

A specialist sustainable packaging company, it created its own coffee brand ‘Melbourne Coffee’, and designed a 
smarter plastic recyclable packaging solution with a mono structure that also offers a barrier to oxygen and moisture. 

It is 90 per cent low-density polyethylene – a fully recyclable, soft, flexible, lightweight material. It uses BOPE for 
heat resistance and to reduce the volume of material needed, in combination with 7-layer coextruded film with 
EVOH for oxygen barrier performance. On-pack design is focused on low ink coverage, in a limited palette on a 
white substrate artwork created to reduce inputs supporting ease of recycling.

Critical ‘on packaging’ calls to action directly ask the consumer to ‘recycle me’ and ‘make a difference’, combined 
with clear signposting of the suitable recycling streams in Australia and Europe. 

It was recognised with a ‘Gold’ Australasian Packaging Innovation & Design Award (PIDA) from the Australian Institute 
of Packaging (AIP), and a WorldStar Packaging Award from the World Packaging Organisation (WPO).

Melbourne Coffee is a complete rethink of coffee packaging, and a meeting of minds within the project team. 

Creative concepts were undertaken with a graphic designer while technical development was underway with 
a state-of-the-art manufacturer. The best product solution was found after multiple prototypes, sampling, and 
testing, collaborating with a local roastery and an independent laboratory. 

This packaging innovation shows what can be achieved in soft plastic packaging, in support of the global aim to 
reduce and recycle. It could be a game-changer for the coffee industry in the short term, keeping coffee bags out 
of landfill.
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